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Flower: Frost Berry        CODE: FROB-0091 

 

Section 1: Dried Cannabis 

 

Product identity........................................  Frost Berry 
Product item number................................ FROB-0091 

Grower...................................................... (Grower name and address) 

Information line........................................ (506)349-6272 

Recommended Use................................... Inhalation 

 

Section 02: Strain Identification 

 

     
Label Elements: 

 

Signal Word............................................. WARNING 
 

Hazard Classification: 

 

Hazard..................................................... DO NOT OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE OR HEAVY MACHINERY. 

 

Effects...................................................... Calming, Euphoria, Happy, Hungry, and Uplifting. 

May Relieve............................................. Anxiety, Appetite Loss, Chronic Pain, Depression, and Stress. 

 

Characteristics..........................................  Indica Dominant Hybrid 60/40 THC: 19% CBD: 1% 
 

Storage...................................................... Keep in an air-tight container in a dark, dry, cool place. If not, properly  
               stored product can possibly mold or get too dry. 

Disposal.................................................... Please incinerate. 

Hazards not otherwise Classified............. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN (AGE OF MAJORITY) 

 

Negative Side Effects................................ 12% of people studied experienced dry mouth, 7% of people studied experienced 

            dry eyes, 3% of people studied experienced dizziness, and 2% of people studied 

            experienced paranoia. 

 

Flavors....................................................... Berry, Fruity, Spicy, Sugary, and Sweet. 

 

Aromas....................................................... Berry, Earthy, Flowery, Spicy, and Sweet. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Section 3: Background 

 

Frost Berry is a rare slightly indica dominant hybrid strain created through crossing Blackberry X another unknown indica 

strain. Named for its icy flavor and appearance, Frost Berry is a great choice for any indica lover who appreciates a little 

potency behind their toke. This bud has tight rounded bright neon green nugz with thin orange hairs, beautiful blue 

undertones, and a thick blanketed coating of tiny, blue-tinted white crystal trichomes. As you pull apart each sparkling little 

nugget, aromas of sweet fruity berry and spicy pungent herbs are released. The flavor is on the fruitier side of things, with 

sugary berries and rich florals dancing across your tongue with each toke. The Frost Berry high kicks in almost as soon as 

you experience your first soothing exhale, filling your mind with an uplifted euphoria and a sense of happy calm that eases 

negative or racing thoughts and leaves you slightly unfocused but blissful. A relaxing body high accompanies this lifted 

state with a slightly arousing tingly effect that has you kicked back and couch-locked with a pretty ravenous case of the 

munchies. Thanks to these effects and its high 15-23% average THC level and 1% CBD level, Frost Berry is often chosen to 

treat chronic stress or anxiety, depression, appetite loss or nausea and chronic pain. 

 

Uncomfortable reaction measures 

 

Cannabis is all natural, these affects will wear off over time. Only use under recommendation of physician if treating 

ailment. 


